In this paper a handwritten recognition algorithm based on structural characteristics, histograms and profiles, is presented. The well-known horizontal and vertical histograms are used, in combination with the newly introduced radial histogram, out-in radial and inout radial profiles for representing 32x32 matrices of characters, as 280-dimension vectors.
1.Introduction
In this paper a handwritten character recognition approach is presented. The proposed technique has been developed as the last module of an integrated document analysis system, shown in fig. 1 [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
In general, the character recognition procedure consists of two steps: (i) feature extraction where each character is represented as a feature vector and (ii) classification of the vectors into a number of classes. Govindan [7] distinguishes two categories of features: the structural and the statistical features, while Bunke [8] estimates that the structural approach is closer to the human way of recognition. In this paper, we propose a structural approach for feature extraction. Thus, a 280-dimension vector is extracted for each character, consisting of histograms and profiles. One new histogram and two new profiles are introduced. The k-means algorithm is, then, used for classification. The proposed technique, described in section 2, is fast and simple, while the experimental results, illustrated in section 4, are quite promising. An accompanying lexical component is described in section 3. Finally, in section 5 our suggestions and plans for further improving are presented. 
Algorithm description
As can been seen in fig. 1 , after the preprocessing stage, isolated character images are produced which are used as input to the character recognition module. Each character is, then, represented as a 280-dimension vector, consisting of histograms and profiles. In more detail, each character is normalized in a 32x32 matrix. The horizontal histogram, the vertical histogram, the radial histogram, the out-in profile and the in-out radial profile are, then, calculated. The first two histograms are well-known and have been used extensively in optical character recognition research while the remaining features are used for first time. The formal definition of these features is follows.
Consider that the value of the element in the m-th row and n-th column of the character matrix is given by a function f: mn a n m f ) , ( where mn takes binary values (i.e., 0 for white pixels and 1 for black pixels). The horizontal histogram H h of the character matrix is the sum of black pixels in each row (i.e., 32 features): We define the value of the radial histogram H r at an angle as the sum of black pixels on a rad that starts from the center of the character matrix (i.e., the element in the 16 th row and the 16 th column) and ends up at the border of the matrix, forming an angle with the horizontal axis. The radial histogram values are calculated with a step of 5 degrees (i.e., 72 features):
Additionally, we define the value of the out-in radial profile P oi at an angle as the position of the first black pixel found on the rad that starts from the periphery and goes to the center of the character matrix forming an angle with the horizontal axis. The out-in radial profile values are calculated with a step of 5 degrees (i.e., 72 features):
Similarly, we define the value of the in-out radial profile P io at an angle as the position of the first black pixel on the rad that starts from the center and goes to the periphery of the character forming an angle with the horizontal axis. As above, the in-out radial profile values are calculated with a step of 5 degrees (i.e., 72 features):
An illustrated example is given in fig. 2 , where the previously defined histograms and profiles (i.e., fig. 2b , 2c, 2d, and 2e) for a handwritten character (i.e., fig 2a) are shown.
Thus, a 280-dimension vector is extracted for each character image. A classification model is, then, produced by applying the k-means algorithm to the training data.
The preprocessing of the document images (see fig. 1 ) is likely to cause the undesirable segmentation of a handwritten character image into two character images. Taking this into account, during the classification of unseen cases, a feature vector is extracted for each character image as well as for each pair of successive character images. These vectors are classified into the character class from which the Euclidean distance is minimized.
Lexical support
The recognition process has been supported by a lexical component based on dynamic acyclic FSAs (Finite-State-Automata).
Acyclic FSAs provide a very efficient data structure for lexicon representation and fast string matching, with a great variety of applications [9] [10] [11] . They constitute very compact representations of lexicons, since common prefixes and suffixes are represented by the same transitions (see Fig.3 ).
The FSAs consist of states and transitions between states. Each transition has a label. The words are stored as directed paths on the graph. They can be retrieved by traversing the graph from an initial state (source) to a terminal state (sink), collecting the labels of the transitions encountered. In this way, traversing the graphs of Fig.1 from the source ( ) to the sink ( ) we retrieve the strings dance, darts, dart, start and smart. Storing lexicons in FSAs is efficient because common transitions are used to represent identical suffixes and prefixes, and because the st ing or substring search can be performed in various flexible ways (including content-addressable and approximate matching).
There are two types of FSAs. The graph of Fig.1a is called deterministic (DFA) because no transitions exist that have the same labels and leave the same state. This property results to a very efficient search function (linear to the size of the string). Graphs that do not have this property, like the one of Fig.1b , are called nondeterministic automata (NFA). NFAs require less space than DFAs to store the same lexicon, but they are a little slower to search.
Recent research [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] has produced a class of algorithms that are able to efficiently update acyclic FSAs, even maintaining their minimality. These algorithms can dynamically add and remove strings from acyclic FSAs, without performing a minimization procedure in the whole graph. They produce minimal DFAs and near-minimal NFAs (called compact [21] ) since the minimization of NFAs is still an open problem. The constructed lexicon used in the current system consists of 230,000 Greek words (average word length: 9.5 characters; alphabet size: 36). Figure 4 shows the space and time performance for the process of building the lexicon in both forms (DFA and NFA) using a pair of dynamic algorithms of the aforementioned class (described in detail in [19] [20] [21] ). The number of states, transitions and the construction time were measured. The thick lines refer to the NFA; the thin lines refer to the corresponding minimal DFA. The test was performed on a 200 MHz PC. Figures 4a, 4b and 4c display respectively the number of states, the number of transitions and the construction time of the automaton, in respect to the size of the lexicon (number of words). The same results are also shown in logarithmic scales in Figs.4d, 4e and 4f, respectively. The results agree with the theoretic calculations [19, 20, 22] , indicating linear growth of transitions, less than linear growth of states and an O(n) time performance for the insertion process.
Given a word pattern, the lexicon is searched using an improved A* search algorithm, which is able to retrieve a list of N-best words that match the input pattern. Character insertions, deletions and substitutions are modelled as distance penalties according to a confusion matrix that represents the possible alterations. Thus all possible errors are expressed as scores in the process of the A* search and each entry in the output list of N-best words is accredited an overall matching score as well.
Experimental results
In order to evaluate our technique, we performed experiments using the NIST [23] database for English characters as well as the GRUHD [24] database for Greek characters. In both cases, the recognition system was trained using 2000 samples and 128 classes for each symbol and was tested on 500 samples for each symbol. The training and the test set were completely disjoint. Thus, the writers used in testing were completely different from the ones used in training.
In more detail, the recognition system was first trained based on the NIST database, for each one of the following categories separately: digits, uppercase characters and lowercase characters. Then, it was tested on unseen cases of the corresponding categories, taken from the same database. The accuracy rate in each case is shown in table 1. Since the output of the proposed character recogniser could be further improved by using lexicons, the recognition accuracy when the second and the third choices are taken into account are also given. Next, the algorithm was trained and tested using the Modern Greek database of unconstrained writing (GRUHD). Since, the forms of GRUHD are very similar to those of the NIST database, it was possible to train our system separately for digits, uppercase and lowercase characters as well. The results on unseen cases of the corresponding categories are shown on table 2. In contrast to the NIST database, the GRUHD database contains unconstrained handwriting, so the accuracy results are somewhat lower in the latter case. In figures 5 and 6 the relation of the recognition accuracy with the training set size and the number of classes per symbol, respectively, is illustrated. In both cases the given results concern the characters of the NIST database.
The system trained as before, using NIST database, was applied to about 280 forms of the IAM-DB, database of unconstrained writing. The accuracy here, depending on the form varied from 71%-75,8%, an accuracy rate much lower than the one succeeded on NIST database. Two are the reasons that contributed to that decrease. The NIST is a database of hand-printed characters that are well segmented and much easier in recognition. On the other hand, in IAM-DB both lowercase and uppercase characters had to be recognized at the same time. By providing the system with lexical information, the accuracy results are 86-87%. In this paper a technique for handwritten character recognition is presented. The proposed technique is focuses on the extraction of the features that best describe a handwritten character introducing one new histogram (i.e., radial) and two new profiles (i.e., in-out and out-in). These features together with the well-known horizontal and vertical histograms form a reliable representation of a handwritten character.
Conclusion
The described approach has been tested on two different databases with recognition accuracy varying from 72.8% to 98.8% depending on the difficulty of the database and the character category. On word recognition level, the system has been supported by a lexical component based on dynamic acyclic FSAs (Finite-State-Automata).
